
74% of school shooting tragedies were predicated 
by online indicators that could have been identified 
by Lightspeed Alert.

••

ESCALATION RESPONSE

If a threat is deemed imminent, 
safety specialists immediately 
escalate to chosen members of 
staff and/or law enforcement, 

alleviating schools from the 
need to monitor alerts 24/7 

and enabling intervention 
before an incident occurs.   

SOPHISTICATED AI SCANS 
FOR WARNING SIGNS

AI technology scans and flags 
concerning indicators and 
sends alerts to designated 

district safety staff as well as 
Lightspeed Safety Specialists. 
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SAFETY SPECIALISTS 
CONDUCT THREAT 

ASSESSMENT

Our 24/7/365 in-house team of 
highly-trained safety specialists 

evaluate all alerts to identify 
cases of imminent threats to 

student safety. 
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How it works

Early-warning threat detection to help districts  
prevent school violence

Lightspeed Alert™ adds a critical layer of safety to your district’s student safety plan with essential 
visibility and detection of threats of violence. 

• Our patented AI technology and 24/7/365 human review work seamlessly together to analyze 
alerts and escalate imminent threats in real-time for appropriate intervention. 

• Lightspeed Safety Specialists, with backgrounds in law enforcement, investigation, Secret Service 
training, and mental health, receive further threat assessment and suicide prevention training.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY TIMELINES & TRACKING
View a historical timeline and full URLs with time-stamped 
screenshots of past and new flagged behaviors.

CASE MANAGEMENT & LOGS
Keep audit logs of interventions and follow-up.

INSTANT, REAL-TIME NOTIFICATIONS
Receive real-time notifications when a potential 
threat is detected.

Bruce Haynes
bhaynes@rollingwoodisd.com

With Lightspeed Systems®, everything your school or district 
needs to ensure the safest, most effective online learning 
experience possible is available in an integrated platform.

Lightspeed Solution Suite
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Comprehensive Protection: Get critical alerts across the internet—images, social media,  
online docs, email, YouTube, apps, browsers, search engines, and more—no matter where 
devices are used.

Advanced AI: Leverage our advanced filtering AI to get the information you need without false 
positives and missed activity common in other solutions.

Lightspeed Safety Specialists: Each safety specialist is a full-time Lightspeed employee and 
receives comprehensive training in conjunction with threat assessment experts and the 
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. 

Expanded Cloud Integrations: Our partnerships with Microsoft® 365 and Google® enable 
schools to detect imminent threats across virtually all productivity apps.

Fast and Accurate Roster Syncing: Simultaneously sync any combination of student 
information systems (SIS) and directory services to one centralized place with Lightspeed 
SmartSync™ technology.

Powerful Features

   Advanced AI monitoring identifies students  
at risk

   Set custom alert notifications

   More multi-OS and browser support than any 
other solution

   Admin roles for case assignment

   Real-time alerts with notification scheduling 
and screenshots of students' online activity

   Image, web, email, chat, search, and social 
media monitoring

   Microsoft 365, Microsoft Teams and Google 
Workspace for Education monitoring 

   Historical user reports

   Powerful trend report dashboards

   Human review with custom escalation list

  Lightspeed Filter integration which provides 
deeper insight into a student’s mindset 
through visibility into online activity

What sets Lightspeed Alert™ apart?




